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China's slowing growth and its dual identity of simultaneously being a developing and developed 
country will test the country’s leadership 
In May 2014, Chinese President Xi Jinping urged the country to adapt to a “new normal”. In 
effect, Xi was warning the Chinese people that economic growth will slow down as the central 
bank reins in a credit boom that was creating financial instability. 
In the following months, the words “new normal” were mentioned many times by official media 
channels, including three consecutive days in August when the official paper of the government, 
The People’s Daily, published front page commentaries on said topic.[1] All three articles focused 
on the economic reality: China can no longer grow at the breakneck pace of the past 30 years, 
and the economy needs restructuring to make it more sustainable. 
Moving away from investment towards a consumption-led economy will be key – and China has 
begun to restructure its economy to do so[2] – but it will be difficult. 
“From 2013 statistics, China’s savings rate is at a very high 48 percent of GDP,” observes Yuan 
Zhigang, Dean of the School of Economics at Fudan University in Shanghai. “How do you 
transform these savings into effective and productive investments?” 
Contradictory China  
Yuan made those remarks at the recent SMU China Forum where he described how China’s 
strategy of export-led growth was unsustainable, especially after the Global Financial Crisis that 
has sapped the world’s ability to absorb the ever-expanding production coming out of China. 
As China moves its economy away from being that of a developing country to that of a developed 
one, it finds itself adopting the identity of both. According to Jia Qingguo, Dean of Peking 
University’s School of international Studies, this identity schizophrenia leads to confusion in 
foreign policy. 
“China has interests of an ordinary country and a superpower at the same time,” Jia explains. 
“China has the desire to have a free ride on the international system, but at the same time it has 
the need to maintain the international system. With a dual identity in many aspects, China finds it 
increasingly difficult to define its interests, and therefore its foreign policy.” 
He adds, “China finds it increasingly difficult to maintain a coherent foreign policy. This, in turn, 
makes the outside world confused and worried. At a point in time when the outside world wants 
to know what China’s position is, what it gets is confusion.” 
In light of the recent maritime disputes, China has vacillated between appeasement[3] and sabre-
rattling. This leads to other powerful nations hedging to deal with either China that might show 
up, leading to rising tensions. 
“On one side, they try to take advantage of a rising China by engaging it. On the other side, they 
take preventive measures to protect themselves and their interests. When the U.S. adopts the 
policy of hedging, the Chinese become concerned and start hedging themselves. That leads to a 
vicious cycle.” 
Rule by law? Or rule of law?  
The dangers of the incumbent and rising power falling into a classic Thucydides trap has been so 
well articulated that there appears little danger of it happening. What is perhaps of more concern 
is how the rule of law will be applied in China. 
"China has interests of an ordinary country and a superpower at the same time. 
With a dual identity in many aspects, China finds it increasingly difficult to 
define its interests, and therefore its foreign policy." 
In his 2015 New Year speech, President Xi pledged that “China will continue to advance the rule 
of law to safeguard the people's rights and interests, guarantee social justice and promote 
national development”. 
“Should Communist Party of China (CPC) rule by law or operate with rule of law?” asks Sun 
Xiaoxia, Dean of the School of Law at Fudan University in Shanghai. “Is the rule of law really just 
the CCP’s way of shoring up the party’s legitimacy to rule?” 
In a country where the courts and police are under the control of the CPC, rule of law is a 
powerful notion. It sheds light on issues such as land grabs in rural China that have caused much 
social unrest, hinting that all government officials, however powerful, are subject to punishment if 
found guilty of wrongdoing. Indeed, if corrupt officials are brought to justice – preferably visibly so 
– then it will shore up the CPC’s legitimacy to rule. 
Sun explains that the CPC had heretofore ruled by law in a legalistic manner, applying the law to 
exercise governance (依法治政) instead of subjecting oneself to the rule of law (依法治国). Much 
of the reluctance stem from the fact that the Chinese have always viewed the rule of law as being 
a Western concept. 
“One of the underlying principles of such Western political concepts is the necessity of multiple 
competing political parties,” Sun muses. “In the context of China, the supremacy of the 
Communist Party comes first, so this becomes a difficult concept to reconcile.” 
What, then, is the result of applying the rule of law in China? “Law is a practical science,” Sun 
says. “Therefore, what is crucial is how practical it is.” 
In other words, China is unlikely to see the rule of law any time soon, but instead will likely 
continue to be ruled by law…and the CPC. 
